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1. India is well on the path of achieving its IMR and MMR targets. Mention the 

achievements made and the challenges remaining to completely eliminate these issue.  

Resource: Maternity scheme exclusionary, need benefits for all (TH) 

Introduction  

Introduce with the recent report regarding a reduction in the MMR, and IMR. You can also 

mention atmost one government scheme to support the argument. 

Body 

 Mention the recent data regarding 

 IMR  

 MMR  

 MDG and SDG targets and India’s achievements in the regard. 

 Mention the role played by  

 Janani suraksha yojana 

 Laqshya 

 Institutional deliveries 

 Increased nutrition level through various schemes. 

 Female literacy and women empowerment. 

 Mention the challenges related to  

 Urban India  

 Rural India  

 Tribal regions 

 Mention the benefits that the reductions and achieving these targets 

Conclusion  

Mention the impact that india has been able to create and conclude with a positive way forward 

for the situation. 

 

2. India’s manufacturing sector faces quality issues that hamper exports. Find these issues 

and highlight solutions to them.  

Resource: Govt forms team to certify facilities of solar power equipment makers (mint) 
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Introduction  

Mention the make in india program and how it aims to make india the manufacturing house of 

the world. Briefly introduce that there have been issues in achieving the target. 

Body 

● Mention the benefits that can be ushered by the manufacturing sector’s development  

 Inceased forex evenue 

 Reduced fiscal deficit 

 Growth of MSME sector  

 Rise in employment levels 

 Mention the issues that indian exports face 

 Quality issues 

 Lack of standars and labelling 

 Sanitary and phytosanitary measures 

 higher input costs 

 Mention the solutions for these issues 

 Incentives to the small and micro exporters 

 Providing high wuality infrastructure  

 Helping with creation of labelling and other standard measures, etc. 

 Conclude with a positive way forward 

Conclusion  

You can mention how protectionism is hurting our exports and that we need to support the sector 

for boosting the economy. 

 

3. Natural disasters have a potential of overhauling the ecology of any region completely. 

Comment. 

Resource: Mahanadi bird population took a hit due to Cyclone Fani, says study (TH) 

Introduction  

Introduce the answer with the impact of the natural disasters on the human life. Gradually switch 

to include the other lifeforms in the ambit of the answer.  
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Body 

● Mention the impact on the ecology 

● Explain the impact on 

 Terrestrial life 

 Floods 

 Draughts 

 Earthquake  

 Cyclone 

 Landslides 

 Aquatic life 

 Disasters mentioned above 

 Marine life 

 Include Tsunami 

 Oceanic volcanic eruptions too 

 

● Mention the examples like 

 Tsunami of 2004 impacted marine life 

 Kerala floods brought invasive species  

 Olive riddley turtles lost breeding sites after Fani, etc. 

Conclusion  

Mention that unlike humans, the wildlife does not have any protection against natural disasters. 

Hence it must be a collective responsibility of the mankind to provide protection to them.          

 

4. Modern transportation technology is required to deal with congestion and pollution. 

Comment. 

Resource: How cars can run on hydrogen (IE) 

Introduction  
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The recent case of Delhi has presented a unique situation. That is the starting point for this 

answer. You can mention how congestion has led to a rise in pollution, and how conventional 

technology has failed to address the problem. 

Body 

 Mention the case of Delhi  

■ Explain congestion 

■ High number of vehicles 

■ Higher traffic jams 

■ Less parking space 

■ Eventually high pollution 

 Mention how modern transportation infrastructure can assist in reduction 

■ Metro rail systems 

■ Electric buses 

■ RoRo service 

■ AI based traffic management 

■ Intercity solutions like Hyperloop 

 Mention the challenges 

■ High one time costs 

■ Lack of infrastructure  

■ Technology yet to become affordable 

■ Inertia against adaptation  

Conclusion  

Mention that in the wake of changing climate, it becomes important how we have to handle the 

pollution. Also there is a rise in health related issues, and thus we need to take immediate and 

effective steps. The steps can come only through the integration of modern technology.     

 

5. AI can help learning in developed countries. Highlight its importance with respect to 

rural India.  

Resource: Towards AI-augmented learning (TH) 
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Introduction  

Introduce your answers with the advent of AI. You have to mention how AI becomes more 

relevant in the current scenario where technology is reaching every part of our life, and e-

learning is on the rise.          

Body 

 Briefly explain what is artificial intelligence         

■ Definition 

■ Role 

■ Impact 

 Mention how it can help learning 

■ Student specific curriculum  

■ Alanysing the current curriculum, and adapting 

accordingly 

■ Understanding individual learning needs 

■ Delivery of MOOC content 

 Mention the challenges 

■ Penetration of high speed internet 

■ Data privacy 

■ Use of AI is complicated  

 Mention opportunities  

■ Digital india and bharat net can play a major role.  

■ It can be the next stage of the Sarv Shiksha Abhiyan. 

Conclusion  

Conclude your answer with statements like – we are about to unleash the power of 5G on 

communications network. It becomes easy for us to integrate artificial intelligence into the 

learning aspects in order to make our learning curriculum more comprehensive, holistic, and 

outcomes based.          
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